Make the experience of art a part of your school year! Schedule a guided tour and hands-on art activity for your class, club, or group at the Triton Museum of Art and let your students discover cultural enrichment within their community. Students will tour the Museum's exhibition(s) and cap off their visit by creating their own artwork inspired by what they've seen.

Reserve a date for your students to see original art objects, ask questions, discover new ideas, and build knowledge of their community. Grade-appropriate tours are led by trained art educators in visual thinking strategies and are aligned with California Department of Education Standards to make learning come alive. Students will engage in lively, inquiry-based conversations that encourage important skills like critical thinking and evidence-based reasoning and will be guided in how to understand the art on view.

After the tour, you and your students will meet in the Triton's very own studio classroom for a hands-on art activity workshop, with projects related to the exhibition(s) they just experienced.

- K-12 guided tours and art activity workshops last 1.5 hours and are available on Tuesdays and Thursdays by appointment.
- Tour and activity fees are $450 per group with a limit of 33 students or $300 per tour and activity for 10 students or less. Touring groups must be chaperoned by accompanying adults with a preferred minimum ratio of 1 adult for every 8 children.
- Santa Clara County teacher grants available on svcreates.org/artsedconnect.
- Students and chaperones may bring their lunches or snacks to enjoy in the sculpture garden behind the museum after their visit.
- Plenty of free parking for cars and buses!

QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL (408) 528-4883 OR EMAIL EDUCATION@TRITONMUSEUM.ORG FOR DETAILS.